The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus First-time, First-years
What do you plan to do after you graduate?
New students were asked in an open‐ended question what they planned to do after graduation. Responses from
first‐time, first‐years were categorized and are summarized below. The most common response was
Job/Internship (54%); followed by Further Studies (32%); and Service to the local, regional, or global community
(9%). Category details are summarized on the next page and individual comments are listed by category on the
subsequent pages.
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What do you plan to do after you graduate? (categories not mutually exclusive)
First‐time, first‐years (N=440)
N
%
Job or Internship
237
53.9%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
29
6.6%
State or Federal Government
14
3.2%
Non‐Profit Organization
7
1.6%
Further Studies
141
32.0%
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
41
9.3%
Travel
39
8.9%
Creative Endeavors
27
6.1%
Volunteer
25
5.7%
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
22
5.0%
Live, Be Happy
25
5.7%
Start a Family
6
1.4%
Improve Life Situation
3
0.7%
Move
2
0.5%
Other
5
1.1%
Unknown
58
13.2%
Numbers do not include first‐time, first‐years who did not respond to question.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus First-time, First-years
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
Of the first‐time, first‐year respondents who indicated they wanted to get a job or internship, 12.2% indicated
they wanted to become self‐employed or start a business. Almost 6% indicated they wanted to work for federal
or state government and 3% mentioned working for a non‐profit.
What do you plan to do after you graduate: Job or Internship
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Students who indicated they planned to get a job after graduation (categories not mutually exclusive)
First‐time, first‐years (N=237)
N
%
Start Business or Self‐Employment
29
12.2%
State or Federal Government
14
5.9%
Non‐Profit Organization
7
2.9%
Numbers include only students who indicated they planned to seek employment after graduation.
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The Evergreen State College
Evergreen New Student Survey 2010
Olympia Campus - First-time, First-years
The individual comments that were included in each category are detailed below. Some students had comments
that fit within multiple categories and may be listed more than once. Comments have been redacted to protect
individual respondents' identities.
Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included
Advance my career in state government
After college I want to travel around the world, and study different forms of martial arts. For my career I want to write
books, such as novels.
After I graduate from Evergreen, I plan to pursue a passion I developed at Evergreen and make it my career. :)
After I graduate I hope to get a doctorate in clinical psychology and then go to Africa and work as a psychologist for people
there who have been effected by all the turmoil there.
After i graduate I plan on joining either an organization or continuing my studies and get a law degree. // go to graduate
school and start working in a career/job that will help me gain more skills to my main goal
After I graduate with my bachelors I plan to come back for my masters. After that I cant to go into a zoology field
After receiving my Bachelors Degree, I plan to go into the Peace Corps for a year, and then enter Law School. If I am
successful at becoming a lawyer, then I will use my knowledge and degree to better international women rights. And
someday, I hope to get my doctorate in history or something of the like.
Apprentice at a local tattoo shop and hopefully become a shop owning artist before I'm 30.
Attend graduate school, and maybe become a wedding/event planner or interior designer. Also work on getting Associate
degrees in this area.
Be a barista.
Be an animator
Become a clinical psychologist [N=2]
Become a film producer!
Become a pharmaceticual chemist, Create an org. to improve health centers in third world countries
Become a physical therapist and move to wither Seattle or Boston
Become a Social Worker with the King County Foster Care Program. // Work with children in foster care.
Become a teacher at a elementary school back home. That or become a baker.
Become an Elementary Teacher and travel the world.
Become involved in a theatre company, create my own company or teach theatre.
become/start a preschool teacher
Becoming a Psychological counselor
broader job search
Buisness owner
Buy a farm and start my own business selling organic products and promoting ecological education.
Communications, journalism, teacing
Consider getting masters or gettting a job in graphic designing
Continue my study of music theory and hopefully make a career for myself in the industry. If not, become a music teacher or
provide some form of education or service to local music programs.
Continue playing drums, maybe teach music.
continue to study environmental problems and try to become an environmental engineer.
Design for a magazine publication, book design, advertising
Develop a career based off of my studies at Evergreen
Develop a carees in speech pathology, hopefully working in schools with children.
Direct films or teach language arts in high school
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
Do the best I can to become a writer
Doctor; Infectious Diseases
Earn my masters at another school or work // Internship or work towards a masters degree depending on the path I take
Ecology expert in Green design or biodiversity
Either enter a career or go to grad school
Either intern in the computer science field or start a career in the same field.
either start my own business or getting a job where I can utilize the skills I have learned
Either work as an editor or journalist while writing and researching with the goal of publishing my writen works.
Either work for a newspaper, an organization like [LGBTQ non‐profit organization], or some other government or lobbyist
work.
Either work for the [government science agency] or open a recording studio
Find a career I love.
Find a career in my field of interest.
Find A Good Job Make Art Work Play Music
Find a job
Find a job and continue my education
Find a job I enjoy.
Find a job in my area of interest or continue studying in my field of interest.
Find a job relating to my field of study.
Find a job that has to do with philosophy or ethics
Find a job to start earning money till i can find a position at a particular place of business i want to work at.
Find a job/career in my area of study.
Find a profession realated to my major in general realted to animals in some way.
For now, I would like to see myself as a professional in the film industry and/or as an artist using great talent
Forensic criminal investigation of zoological crimes
Freelance writing and studying wolves
Get a career going
Get a certification to become an addictions couseler
Get a credential to teach either classical studies or statistics
Get a good job.
Get a job [N=5]
Get a job as a filmmaker
Get a job doing what I love
get a job in education in order to better provide for my family.
Get a job in my field of study. (:
Get a job in some type of feild involving wildlife ad the outdoors
Get a job in what I decide to do.
get a job or go for more schooling
Get a job or travel
Get a job pertaining to my field of study.
Get a job relating to environmental studies, after completing any further education.
Get a job that means a lot.
Get a job, and make money. Be stable enough to maybe start a family.
Get a job, study and conserve the environment
Get a satisfying job in photography.
Get employed and continue my studies at a master level
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
Get into a field that invovles sports. Then start making money.
Get some sort of voc. cert, find job, start a family
go abroad, work, etc.
Go earn some money to pay off my student loans, preferably by working in the film or music industry as a sound engineer of
some kind.
go get a masters degree then work hopefully get involved in government // go to school for a masters then PhD
Go into a career that hopefully has to do with music if not then forensics.
Go on to graduate school and obtain a graduate degree, then ultimately find a job that leads into a career that I love.
Go on to my chosen field of study (psych, HD, or SW_ see above
Go to graduate school at Berkeley for Psychology or get a job at an event planning buisness.
Go to graduate school to once again further my education in zoology. Then hopefully having a career somewhere in zoology.
Go to med school and become a doctor.
Government job with foreign relations
Grabbing a successful and satisfying career in my field of choice
Have a good paying job
Honestly, Im not sure. I'd like to look for a job that creatively combines both of my fields of interests
Hopefully become a teacher
Hopefully get a better job than I have now
Hopefully get a job in the field in which I got my degree.
Hopefully go on to get my Master's then travel the world and help as many people as I can. // Hopefully become a counselor
of sorts, perhaps a psychologist.
Hopefully have the skills necessary to gain a job in my field?
Hopefully something involving arts, humanities and literature, But for the most part, I have no idea.
I am not entirely sure, but I hope to recieve an internship at a museum and eventually go on to graduate school.
I am planning to get into film and media production with the eventual goal of starting an independent production company.
I do not know yet. I am exploring the idea of becoming a rehabilitation counselor or entering into politics.
i have no idea. hopefully get a well paying job and a place to live
I hope to start a rescue home for young women and teenage girls coming out of sex trade
I plan on becoming an English teacher at a high school level, while hopefully writing a novel.
I plan on either continuing with school or find a job in the field I am passionate about.
I plan to attend an MD/PhD program in Neuroscience. I then would like to have a career in medical research.
I plan to be attending the evergreen graduate school program for the master's degree of secondary education for art. //
May be more education or some rest to be back for more education ‐ career ‐
I plan to become a flight attendant t travel the world! (:
i plan to become a teacher.
I plan to continue working on my business and turning it into a non profit, while starting a rehabilitation center for victims of
human trafficking.
I plan to either work for a year or possibly join the peace corps
I plan to get a job as a teacher and perhaps get a Master in Education
I plan to get a job as an English teacher after I get my Masters, and hopefully write and publish novels/ I plan to write a few
novels and attempt to get them published. For my day job, I would love to be involved in the stage or technical crew at a
theatre,
I plan to get a job in the movie industry as a writer, director, editor and camera woman. Also I plan on traveling the world.
I plan to get a job teaching and prepare to start my own independent preschool‐kindergarten.
i plan to get a job to rescue and rehab marine mammals.
I plan to get a job with the state and make a career in marine biology. // To get a good job with the degree I get at Evergreen
I plan to get a job working in public relations or marketing.
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
I plan to get into the film industry. either in cinema movies or a television series that are of the hour long variety.
I plan to go to graduate school for theoretical physics. From there I will probably teach somewhere and theorize on my own
time, that is, unless I can find someone to pay me to ponder. Maybe I could be on some kind of research team...I'm just
going to play it by ear, and learn along the way. // PhD in theoretical physics
I plan to join the peace corp. for a few years, after that I will continue my education, get a job being a social worker,
becoming a teacher and teaching environmental studies/science, or becoming a psychologist. I still am pondering on what
to do so knowing that the future is unknown, my plans may change... but as of now, the following 3 jobs i am considering. I
am definitely going to join the peace corp. for a few years, there i will provide and add some of my ideas and inform the
community about how they can help the environment and enjoy the beauty of art and nature.
I plan to learn as much as I can through Evergreen State College. Then I plan on either going to work in my study field or to
continue my education and go get my Masters. Either way I plan on being most of all happy, and then second to be
successful in a job and job field that makes me happy and fulfills my job interests in growing and learning in life, hopefully
have a few kids and a husband, and hope to eventually have the classic middle class life style.
I plan to move to [out‐of‐country] and look for work with production companies
I plan to persue an art therapy degree
I plan to persue either a carreer or further education within the film or media area of focus
I plan to take the knowledge and teaching styles that I will have learned at Evergreen and apply them in my future career
choice.
I plan to travel around the world, eventually trying to find an internship or short‐term job working for a nonprofit in a
developing country. I am not sure exactly what I want to specialize in at Evergreen, and I hope that by taking time between
getting my bachelors and going to grad school, I can find my niche.
I plan to travel, and during my travels I will search for where I will be able to best further my career. // _Travel!!!_
i want a career that allows me to work with the things i love and make a positive impact, a havent decided on a career yet
but im only a freshman i have plenty of timeto narrow my focus
I want to be a part of a non for profit, most likely planned parenthood
I want to be a therapist
i want to get into the field of green funerals/burial and make it more common practice, more attainable, and affordable.
I want to go into the police force and work my way up from there. I want to experience different jobs in that field.
I want to stay close to Evergreen. I have heard many positives. Possibly intern at an art related company or presue [sports]
further.
I will be happy with any job that entertains me.
I will hope to begin a career in environmental toxicology
I would like to be a social worker, so i plan on going to grad school.
I would like to move out of the country, and be employed at a business that would help me understand the film industry
outside of the US. I would like to surround myself with creative people that I could learn from.
I would like to start a cultural center.
I would like to travel first, so hopefully I can work with a nonprofit environmental organization or on organic farms for a
while. Afterwards, I plan to be involved in green energy or sustainable agriculture.
I'm not really sure yet. I want to volunteer with the Peace Corps for a while, and then hopefully go into a career in writing or
digital design
Im not sure. Computer science or biology or astronomy
Immigration and Drug Policy/reform
Intern/ Job, Explore
Job or travel
Live a little, go to grad school for architecture/ Take a few years off to work and travel and develop as an artist, and then
attend (obviously subject to change) [selective private research university] to study Architecture
Lower level education, Native american education services, writer
Med School, Surgeon
Medical school and eventually a career in cardiac surgery.
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
More school, possibly teaching, traveling abroad
Move on to graduate school, unless I discover some career I want to pursue that doesn't require it.
My wish, as of now, is to become a librarian
No idea. Work? Go back to school?...
Not entirely sure about that yet, as far as careers go. however I certainly want to continue to learn, whether in school, or on
my own time. Joining the military has always been a consideration of mine. Helping to better the environment in any way I
can is also extremely important to me. Going into the medical field is also a consideration of mine.
Not sure. Who will I be in four years, anyway? // Go to school, join a non‐profit, change the world (as I know it)
Open a cafe/brewery/music venue // Live in a tepee in the woods, using nothing more than my own knowledge and the
natural resources of my environment to survive.
open a restaurant/club/bar, publish my writings
Open an animal rescue/ sactuary
Open my own buisness possibly
Opening up a bookstore the specializes in Manga Books
peace corps, teaching, more studio art
Perhaps work for the FBI as a Criminal Profilier.
Photographer/ Dance Therapist
Play music and work on a farm
Probably come back to get a masters degree. If not that a job in the government, hopefully.
probably travel for a bit, then settle down and find a steady job
Pursue a career in independent films
Pursue a career in media art
pursue a career in something i love, eventually start a family, travel
Pursue a career in whatever field I get a degree in and/or continue to graduate school.
Pursue a job in art such as graphic design or possibly voice acting.
Pursue my intrests in a masters program or see if I can get a good job in my field.
Research phages and push for them to be recognized as a medicine
Right after I earn my BA, I plan on joining the Peace Corps, returning and work on achieving my masters degree.
See if I can get a job in the field I want to work in
Something in the realm of physics. Also I enjoy creating music and cinema.
start a cafe with local, organic, sustainable variety and community events // start a cafe/ community center
Start a career in which I can hopefully make a difference in this ever worsening world.
Start a photographic studio and hopefully make money at it.
Start an outdoor, environ. Ed. school/kindergarten. Build organic farm, sustainably "off the grid"
Start in a career in journalism either writing for a magazine or a film company. However I would first like to enter in the
peace corps
start working, crating films/games, learning more, traveling to Japan, playing teaching soccer, starting production co.
Starting a skateboard company, or writing for a magazine or just wherever the wind takes me
Teach ‐ getting involved with education and avenues promoting equality and dignified life for all
Teach art, or open a store. Go to seattle and work off of artist grants.
teach at a waldorf school
Teach English/ Thatre at a high school or teach at an elementary school
teach in a high school
Teach in an elementary school for four years to pay back governement loans and then change the world.
To find a job that both makes me happy but also gives back to the community.
Travel and get a job
travel and work in underdeveloped countries
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Job or Internship ‐ all sub‐categories included (continued)
travel either for the peace‐core or with another service or work‐oriented program.. possibly on my own. then once I'm tired
of that start working in either politics or in alternative energies
travel the world, graduate school, eventually find a job
Travel, intern, farm.
travel, maybe join a dance company or become a research scientist....not sure yet.
Travel, work in my field, Peace Corps.
Try to get a job
unsure, but something working with people. // I don't know, maybe nursing school or midwifery
Unsure, though I dream of many things (travelling, using my degree in exciting jobs, having a family etc.) LIVE!
Unsure. Nonprofit?
Well, either become a game designer for a rad company [EX: Valve. Not, for example, EA] or start my own indie game
company.
Well, either I'll get a job or I'll keep working on getting more education. I do think it would be cool to run a business where I
help edit and publish scientific papers for the mainstream. I hope to remedy the scientific disconnect most people have.
We'll see how it pans out.
Well...go into the world of theatra, some place. Act/dance for a living.
wing it, thinks/plans change. Find/pursue something with photography
Work [N=5]
Work and help sustain
Work as a scientist in a focus straying towards chemistry and possibly physics, maybe some psychology as well.
Work as an architect and maybe run for office.
Work as an Early Childhood educator and eventually start a primary school based on models for progressive education.
Work as either a political analyst or a forensic detective.
Work at an alternative high school as a program developer for programs that teens can take up personal initiation and
dedication to help create the new programs. Also I want to go on camping roadtrips with teens in the summer.
Work for a period of time and eventually go to Graduate school.
Work for the state or start my buisness and or non profit
Work in a library, write novels and acting in community theater
Work in biology and help protect the worlds in habitants. In any little way possible.
Work on a farm for the summer afterward, then search for a job in the video game industry.
Work on becoming more successful white continuing to attend Evergreen.
Work on tallships as hired crew; deliver boats for pay.
Work outside // Be happy and live in a forest
Work towards becoming a professional DJ/Electronic music producer.
Work! Study crazy people, get more education‐ etc.
work, make art, play in bands, stay in olympia
Work, start a family.
Work. Travel. Play.
Working wither as a teacher or graphic designer
write down my thoughts, stories and other nonsensical blatherings to obtain some level of stable living
Job or Internship: Start Business or Self‐Employment
After college I want to travel around the world, and study different forms of martial arts. For my career I want to write
books, such as novels.
Apprentice at a local tattoo shop and hopefully become a shop owning artist before I'm 30.
Become a pharmaceticual chemist, Create an org. to improve health centers in third world countries
Become involved in a theatre company, create my own company or teach theatre.
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Job or Internship: Start Business or Self‐Employment (continued)
Buisness owner
Buy a farm and start my own business selling organic products and promoting ecological education.
either start my own business or getting a job where I can utilize the skills I have learned
Either work for the [government science agency] or open a recording studio
I am planning to get into film and media production with the eventual goal of starting an independent production company.
I hope to start a rescue home for young women and teenage girls coming out of sex trade
I plan to continue working on my business and turning it into a non profit, while starting a rehabilitation center for victims of
human trafficking.
I plan to get a job teaching and prepare to start my own independent preschool‐kindergarten.
I would like to start a cultural center.
Open a cafe/brewery/music venue // Live in a tepee in the woods, using nothing more than my own knowledge and the
natural resources of my environment to survive.
open a restaurant/club/bar, publish my writings
Open an animal rescue/ sactuary
Open my own buisness possibly
Opening up a bookstore the specializes in Manga Books
start a cafe with local, organic, sustainable variety and community events // start a cafe/ community center
Start a photographic studio and hopefully make money at it.
Start an outdoor, environ. Ed. school/kindergarten. Build organic farm, sustainably "off the grid"
start working, crating films/games, learning more, traveling to Japan, playing teaching soccer, starting production co.
Starting a skateboard company, or writing for a magazine or just wherever the wind takes me
Teach art, or open a store. Go to seattle and work off of artist grants.
Well, either become a game designer for a rad company [EX: Valve. Not, for example, EA] or start my own indie game
company.
Well, either I'll get a job or I'll keep working on getting more education. I do think it would be cool to run a business where I
help edit and publish scientific papers for the mainstream. I hope to remedy the scientific disconnect most people have.
We'll see how it pans out.
Work as an Early Childhood educator and eventually start a primary school based on models for progressive education.
Work for the state or start my buisness and or non profit
write down my thoughts, stories and other nonsensical blatherings to obtain some level of stable living
Job or Internship: State or Federal Government
Advance my career in state government
Attend law school, practice law, possibly run for office and enter politics.
Be a foreign service officer in the American Embassy
Either work for a newspaper, an organization like [LGBTQ non‐profit organization], or some other government or lobbyist
work.
Either work for the [government science agency] or open a recording studio
go get a masters degree then work hopefully get involved in government // go to school for a masters then PhD
Government job with foreign relations
I do not know yet. I am exploring the idea of becoming a rehabilitation counselor or entering into politics.
I plan to get a job with the state and make a career in marine biology. // To get a good job with the degree I get at Evergreen
Perhaps work for the FBI as a Criminal Profilier.
possibly [law school] US representitive or senator.
Probably come back to get a masters degree. If not that a job in the government, hopefully.
travel either for the peace‐core or with another service or work‐oriented program.. possibly on my own. then once I'm tired
of that start working in either politics or in alternative energies
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Job or Internship: State or Federal Government (continued)
Work as an architect and maybe run for office.
Job or Internship: Non‐profit Organization
Become a Social Worker with the King County Foster Care Program. // Work with children in foster care.
I plan to continue working on my business and turning it into a non profit, while starting a rehabilitation center for victims of
human trafficking.
I plan to travel around the world, eventually trying to find an internship or short‐term job working for a nonprofit in a
developing country. I am not sure exactly what I want to specialize in at Evergreen, and I hope that by taking time between
getting my bachelors and going to grad school, I can find my niche.
I want to be a part of a non for profit, most likely planned parenthood
I would like to travel first, so hopefully I can work with a nonprofit environmental organization or on organic farms for a
while. Afterwards, I plan to be involved in green energy or sustainable agriculture.
Not sure. Who will I be in four years, anyway? // Go to school, join a non‐profit, change the world (as I know it)
Unsure. Nonprofit?
Work for the state or start my buisness and or non profit
Further Studies
[selective private research university]
After college I want to travel around the world, and study different forms of martial arts. For my career I want to write
books, such as novels.
After graduating from Evergreen I plan on attending anyther university to get my grad. degree‐‐eventually moving on to get
my masters/phD
After I get my Bachelor's degree, I plan to get my Master's in Teaching.
After I graduate I hope to get a doctorate in clinical psychology and then go to Africa and work as a psychologist for people
there who have been effected by all the turmoil there.
After i graduate I plan on joining either an organization or continuing my studies and get a law degree. // go to graduate
school and start working in a career/job that will help me gain more skills to my main goal
After I graduate with my bachelors degree, I plan to transfer to acquire my master's degree, then perhaps I will get my PhD
After I graduate with my bachelors I plan to come back for my masters. After that I cant to go into a zoology field
After I graduate, I plan to go to medical school and get my M.D.
After obtaining a Bachelor's degree, I plan on joining environment preservation organizations for a short time before
pursuing my goal to earn a master's degree.
After receiving my Bachelors Degree, I plan to go into the Peace Corps for a year, and then enter Law School. If I am
successful at becoming a lawyer, then I will use my knowledge and degree to better international women rights. And
someday, I hope to get my doctorate in history or something of the like.
Apply for [small crafts institution] core study program
Apply for graduate school programs in Library Science. I am interested in attending [state institution] or [out of state private
Liberal Arts institution]. // apply to a graduate program in library science. Explore the educational stratification of the
different structures within a library that differ through _function_
Apply to a top masters of fine arts creative writing program probably in the East
attend a masters program elsewhere
attend an art school
Attend graduate school, and maybe become a wedding/event planner or interior designer. Also work on getting Associate
degrees in this area.
Attend law school, practice law, possibly run for office and enter politics.
Consider getting masters or gettting a job in graphic designing
Continue education in healthcare (EMT, nursing, or med school), and eventually obtaining teaching creditials.
Continue learning, perhaps spend an extended time out of the states maybe China or other parts of Asia, put my new found
education to use.
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Further Studies (continued)
continue my education at [visual arts institution]
continue to study environmental problems and try to become an environmental engineer.
Depending on many things, my options as or now seem to be law school, poli sci grad school or history major for grad school
Earn my graduates degree in California
Earn my masters at another school or work // Internship or work towards a masters degree depending on the path I take
Either enter a career or go to grad school
Find a job and continue my education
Find a job in my area of interest or continue studying in my field of interest.
Get a certification to become an addictions couseler
Get a credential to teach either classical studies or statistics
Get a doctorate, then declare bankrupsy to clear my loans
get a job or go for more schooling
Get a job relating to environmental studies, after completing any further education.
Get employed and continue my studies at a master level
Get some sort of voc. cert, find job, start a family
Go back to school and earn my masters degree and even doctoral degree
go get a masters degree then work hopefully get involved in government // go to school for a masters then PhD
Go on to graduate school and obtain a graduate degree, then ultimately find a job that leads into a career that I love.
Go to [out‐of‐state institution] of Marine Biology
Go to graduate school [N=21]
Go to graduate school at Berkeley for Psychology or get a job at an event planning buisness.
Go to graduate school to once again further my education in zoology. Then hopefully having a career somewhere in zoology.
Go to graduate school, probably.
Go to law school [N=2]
Go to med school and become a doctor.
Graduate school‐‐ probably for my JD.
Graduate school?
Hopefully get into the library sciences graduate program at the University of Washington
Hopefully go on to get my Master's then travel the world and help as many people as I can. // Hopefully become a counselor
of sorts, perhaps a psychologist.
I am not entirely sure, but I hope to recieve an internship at a museum and eventually go on to graduate school.
I am planning on enrolling at the Natropathic school either in Seattle or Portland or enter the Peace Corps
I do not no, I might adventure with an organization like the peace corps and then get a masters degree
I don't really know. // Go to graduate school.
I hope to continue expanding my educational horizons by pursuing a master's degree, and eventually, a ph. d
I plan on continuing my education for a master's degree elsewhere.
I plan on either continuing with school or find a job in the field I am passionate about.
I plan on recieving my Masters in envirnoment studies then going to to pursue law school.
I plan to attend an MD/PhD program in Neuroscience. I then would like to have a career in medical research.
I plan to be attending the evergreen graduate school program for the master's degree of secondary education for art. //
May be more education or some rest to be back for more education ‐ career ‐
I plan to get a job as a teacher and perhaps get a Master in Education
I plan to get a job as an English teacher after I get my Masters, and hopefully write and publish novels/ I plan to write a few
novels and attempt to get them published. For my day job, I would love to be involved in the stage or technical crew at a
theatre,
I plan to go on to graduate school and further my education
I plan to go to film school
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Further Studies (continued)
I plan to go to graduate school for theoretical physics. From there I will probably teach somewhere and theorize on my own
time, that is, unless I can find someone to pay me to ponder. Maybe I could be on some kind of research team...I'm just
going to play it by ear, and learn along the way. // PhD in theoretical physics
I plan to join the peace corp. for a few years, after that I will continue my education, get a job being a social worker,
becoming a teacher and teaching environmental studies/science, or becoming a psychologist. I still am pondering on what
to do so knowing that the future is unknown, my plans may change... but as of now, the following 3 jobs i am considering. I
am definitely going to join the peace corp. for a few years, there i will provide and add some of my ideas and inform the
community about how they can help the environment and enjoy the beauty of art and nature.
I plan to learn as much as I can through Evergreen State College. Then I plan on either going to work in my study field or to
continue my education and go get my Masters. Either way I plan on being most of all happy, and then second to be
successful in a job and job field that makes me happy and fulfills my job interests in growing and learning in life, hopefully
have a few kids and a husband, and hope to eventually have the classic middle class life style.
I plan to persue either a carreer or further education within the film or media area of focus
I plan to pursue a masters degree at some point, but other than that, just see what educational opportunities my life leads
me to.
I plan to travel around the world, eventually trying to find an internship or short‐term job working for a nonprofit in a
developing country. I am not sure exactly what I want to specialize in at Evergreen, and I hope that by taking time between
getting my bachelors and going to grad school, I can find my niche.
I want at least a Master's in environmental studies. I also want to focus on anthropolgy with a focus on indiginous cultures
around the world but my envir. is first. I will be taking language classes also for when I travel. I might take a photography
class so I can take pictures of the places I go and animals I research. Restoring the environment and coral reefs while helping
the people that live there
I want to attend a medical school.
I want to earn my teaching degree
I want to go to grad school for environmental sciences and join the peace corps and/or travel.
I would like to be a social worker, so i plan on going to grad school.
I'm not really sure yet. I plan on getting a graduate degree, and possibly a doctorate, but I'm not sure yet.
I'm not sure. I will most likely need to go to graduate school.
Live a little, go to grad school for architecture/ Take a few years off to work and travel and develop as an artist, and then
attend (obviously subject to change) [selective private research university] to study Architecture
Make movies and get a teaching certificate
Master's or PhD
Med school
Med School, Surgeon
Medical school and eventually a career in cardiac surgery.
More college. Maybe grad school.
more school [n=3]
More school, possibly teaching, traveling abroad
Move on to graduate school, unless I discover some career I want to pursue that doesn't require it.
No idea. Work? Go back to school?...
Not entirely sure about that yet, as far as careers go. however I certainly want to continue to learn, whether in school, or on
my own time. Joining the military has always been a consideration of mine. Helping to better the environment in any way I
can is also extremely important to me. Going into the medical field is also a consideration of mine.
Not sure yet, maybe graduate school
Not sure. haven't made up my mind if I want to go back to school or stay w/ what I have so far
Not sure. Peace corps and post grad education?
Not sure. Who will I be in four years, anyway? // Go to school, join a non‐profit, change the world (as I know it)
Peace core or medical school
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Further Studies (continued)
Peace Corps? Some form of world travel and study
possibly [law school] US representitive or senator.
postgraduate studies
Probably come back to get a masters degree. If not that a job in the government, hopefully.
Probably go on to getting a graduate degree.
Pursue a career in whatever field I get a degree in and/or continue to graduate school.
Pursue getting a masters in fine arts
Pursue my intrests in a masters program or see if I can get a good job in my field.
Right after I earn my BA, I plan on joining the Peace Corps, returning and work on achieving my masters degree.
Set into a community and try to help out politically and socially there while furthering my education
start working, crating films/games, learning more, traveling to Japan, playing teaching soccer, starting production co.
Study Anthropology
Study at [acting school]
Take a few years off and travel then go back to school for my masters.
That depends on my four year college education. Possibly go to graduate school. // go to grad school
To travel the owrld and work with animals, mainly wolves or big cats
transfer, and get my masters in architecture and design // transfer for a grad degree
Travel and go to graduate school
Travel before returning to a masters program
travel the world, graduate school, eventually find a job
Travel/ further studies
Undecided/ I plan to go to graduate school.
UW, [arts] graduate program
Well, either I'll get a job or I'll keep working on getting more education. I do think it would be cool to run a business where I
help edit and publish scientific papers for the mainstream. I hope to remedy the scientific disconnect most people have.
We'll see how it pans out.
Work for a period of time and eventually go to Graduate school.
Work with the knowledge I picked up from Evergreen and continue on to grad school to pursue an MFA with a focus on
photography.
Work! Study crazy people, get more education‐ etc.
Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community
After I graduate I hope to get a doctorate in clinical psychology and then go to Africa and work as a psychologist for people
there who have been effected by all the turmoil there.
After obtaining a Bachelor's degree, I plan on joining environment preservation organizations for a short time before
pursuing my goal to earn a master's degree.
After receiving my Bachelors Degree, I plan to go into the Peace Corps for a year, and then enter Law School. If I am
successful at becoming a lawyer, then I will use my knowledge and degree to better international women rights. And
someday, I hope to get my doctorate in history or something of the like.
Americorps, Peace Corps, work with World Vision to create curriculums and train teachers in third world countries
Be a political activist for gay rights and I also want to write on the side.
Become a pharmaceticual chemist, Create an org. to improve health centers in third world countries
Change the world
Change the world, one step at a time. // Help heal the world however I can
Continue my study of music theory and hopefully make a career for myself in the industry. If not, become a music teacher or
provide some form of education or service to local music programs.
Get a job, study and conserve the environment
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Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community (continued)
Go out into the world and make my mark on it
Help girls everywhere
Honestly, I don't plan that far ahead. :) // change the world of course
Hopefully go on to get my Master's then travel the world and help as many people as I can. // Hopefully become a counselor
of sorts, perhaps a psychologist.
I am unsure about what I plan to do when I graduate. I want to be an active member of my community and use my skills to
make positive progress.
I hope to start a rescue home for young women and teenage girls coming out of sex trade
I plan to become an author and to volunteer at local homeless shelters or anyplace that I feel is improving the world. I do
not plan to make much money because,to me, that is not important. I plan to live my life and have no regrets.
I plan to continue working on my business and turning it into a non profit, while starting a rehabilitation center for victims of
human trafficking.
I plan to grow my own food and devote my life to making the world a free, just, and sustainable place.
I plan to join an organization, such as the peace core, that will give me the opportunity to travel and do my part in helping to
change the world for the better. Then... learn about life through the experiences i come across
I plan to join the peace corp. for a few years, after that I will continue my education, get a job being a social worker,
becoming a teacher and teaching environmental studies/science, or becoming a psychologist. I still am pondering on what
to do so knowing that the future is unknown, my plans may change... but as of now, the following 3 jobs i am considering. I
am definitely going to join the peace corp. for a few years, there i will provide and add some of my ideas and inform the
community about how they can help the environment and enjoy the beauty of art and nature.
I probably won't know until I graduate/ change the world.
i want a career that allows me to work with the things i love and make a positive impact, a havent decided on a career yet
but im only a freshman i have plenty of timeto narrow my focus
I want at least a Master's in environmental studies. I also want to focus on anthropolgy with a focus on indiginous cultures
around the world but my envir. is first. I will be taking language classes also for when I travel. I might take a photography
class so I can take pictures of the places I go and animals I research. Restoring the environment and coral reefs while helping
the people that live there
I would like to work with African women in shelters offering them therapy as well as teaching them skills and crafts that will
make them independent like sustainable living techniques with farming, english, self defense, and the like. I also have an
interest in micro‐financing.
Not entirely sure about that yet, as far as careers go. however I certainly want to continue to learn, whether in school, or on
my own time. Joining the military has always been a consideration of mine. Helping to better the environment in any way I
can is also extremely important to me. Going into the medical field is also a consideration of mine.
Not sure. Who will I be in four years, anyway? // Go to school, join a non‐profit, change the world (as I know it)
Own land and live sustainably on a homestead, giving back to my community in healthy sustainably grown produce and
sustainable living education
Save the world. That's very oversimplified though. but definitely embark on a journey of discovery, of healing the scars and
fears and emptiness at the core of global destruction, of fighting those who need to be fought, loving everyone, traveling
around and learning from the cultures and people worldwide, about music, about language, about love, about life.
Set into a community and try to help out politically and socially there while furthering my education
Start a career in which I can hopefully make a difference in this ever worsening world.
Take sustainable living practices world wide
Teach ‐ getting involved with education and avenues promoting equality and dignified life for all
Teach in an elementary school for four years to pay back governement loans and then change the world.
To find a job that both makes me happy but also gives back to the community.
To travel the owrld and work with animals, mainly wolves or big cats
Well, either I'll get a job or I'll keep working on getting more education. I do think it would be cool to run a business where I
help edit and publish scientific papers for the mainstream. I hope to remedy the scientific disconnect most people have.
We'll see how it pans out.
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Service to the Local, Regional, or Global Community (continued)
Work in biology and help protect the worlds in habitants. In any little way possible.
Work in some form of ministry, whether it be a Church or on the missions field, possibly a charity organization.
Work to conserve the environment
Work with animals or children
Travel
After college I want to travel around the world, and study different forms of martial arts. For my career I want to write
books, such as novels.
After I graduate I hope to get a doctorate in clinical psychology and then go to Africa and work as a psychologist for people
there who have been effected by all the turmoil there.
Americorps, Peace Corps, work with World Vision to create curriculums and train teachers in third world countries
Become an Elementary Teacher and travel the world.
Continue learning, perhaps spend an extended time out of the states maybe China or other parts of Asia, put my new found
education to use.
Get a job or travel
go abroad, work, etc.
Hopefully go on to get my Master's then travel the world and help as many people as I can. // Hopefully become a counselor
of sorts, perhaps a psychologist.
I plan to get a job in the movie industry as a writer, director, editor and camera woman. Also I plan on traveling the world.
I plan to join an organization, such as the peace core, that will give me the opportunity to travel and do my part in helping to
change the world for the better. Then... learn about life through the experiences i come across
I plan to travel around the world, eventually trying to find an internship or short‐term job working for a nonprofit in a
developing country. I am not sure exactly what I want to specialize in at Evergreen, and I hope that by taking time between
getting my bachelors and going to grad school, I can find my niche.
I plan to travel, and during my travels I will search for where I will be able to best further my career. // _Travel!!!_
I want at least a Master's in environmental studies. I also want to focus on anthropolgy with a focus on indiginous cultures
around the world but my envir. is first. I will be taking language classes also for when I travel. I might take a photography
class so I can take pictures of the places I go and animals I research. Restoring the environment and coral reefs while helping
the people that live there
I want to go to grad school for environmental sciences and join the peace corps and/or travel.
I would like to travel first, so hopefully I can work with a nonprofit environmental organization or on organic farms for a
while. Afterwards, I plan to be involved in green energy or sustainable agriculture.
Job or travel
Live a little, go to grad school for architecture/ Take a few years off to work and travel and develop as an artist, and then
attend (obviously subject to change) [selective private research university] to study Architecture
More school, possibly teaching, traveling abroad
No idea yet, perhaps lots of traveling
Peace Corps? Some form of world travel and study
probably travel for a bit, then settle down and find a steady job
pursue a career in something i love, eventually start a family, travel
start working, crating films/games, learning more, traveling to Japan, playing teaching soccer, starting production co.
Take a few years off and travel then go back to school for my masters.
To travel the owrld and work with animals, mainly wolves or big cats
Travel
Travel and get a job
Travel and go to graduate school
travel and work in underdeveloped countries
Travel before returning to a masters program
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Travel (continued)
travel either for the peace‐core or with another service or work‐oriented program.. possibly on my own. then once I'm tired
of that start working in either politics or in alternative energies
Travel independently in Latin American and Asia for a time. Write, undecided
Travel the world
travel the world, graduate school, eventually find a job
travel, maybe join a dance company or become a research scientist....not sure yet.
Travel, pursue my passion.
Travel, work in my field, Peace Corps.
Travel/ further studies
Unsure, though I dream of many things (travelling, using my degree in exciting jobs, having a family etc.) LIVE!
Creative Endeavors
Be a political activist for gay rights and I also want to write on the side.
become a writer and musician
Become involved in a theatre company, create my own company or teach theatre.
Continue playing drums, maybe teach music.
Either work as an editor or journalist while writing and researching with the goal of publishing my writen works.
Find A Good Job Make Art Work Play Music
For now, I would like to see myself as a professional in the film industry and/or as an artist using great talent
I plan on becoming an English teacher at a high school level, while hopefully writing a novel.
I plan to become an author and to volunteer at local homeless shelters or anyplace that I feel is improving the world. I do
not plan to make much money because,to me, that is not important. I plan to live my life and have no regrets.
I plan to get a job as an English teacher after I get my Masters, and hopefully write and publish novels/ I plan to write a few
novels and attempt to get them published. For my day job, I would love to be involved in the stage or technical crew at a
theatre,
I want at least a Master's in environmental studies. I also want to focus on anthropolgy with a focus on indiginous cultures
around the world but my envir. is first. I will be taking language classes also for when I travel. I might take a photography
class so I can take pictures of the places I go and animals I research. Restoring the environment and coral reefs while helping
the people that live there
Live a little, go to grad school for architecture/ Take a few years off to work and travel and develop as an artist, and then
attend (obviously subject to change) [selective private research university] to study Architecture
Lower level education, Native american education services, writer
Make movies and get a teaching certificate
open a restaurant/club/bar, publish my writings
peace corps, teaching, more studio art
Play music and work on a farm
Play music.
Something in the realm of physics. Also I enjoy creating music and cinema.
start working, crating films/games, learning more, traveling to Japan, playing teaching soccer, starting production co.
Teach art, or open a store. Go to seattle and work off of artist grants.
Travel independently in Latin American and Asia for a time. Write, undecided
Travel, play music
wing it, thinks/plans change. Find/pursue something with photography
Work in a library, write novels and acting in community theater
work, make art, play in bands, stay in olympia
write down my thoughts, stories and other nonsensical blatherings to obtain some level of stable living
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Volunteer ‐ all sub‐categories included
After receiving my Bachelors Degree, I plan to go into the Peace Corps for a year, and then enter Law School. If I am
successful at becoming a lawyer, then I will use my knowledge and degree to better international women rights. And
someday, I hope to get my doctorate in history or something of the like.
Americorps, Peace Corps, work with World Vision to create curriculums and train teachers in third world countries
go into the peace corps
I am planning on enrolling at the Natropathic school either in Seattle or Portland or enter the Peace Corps
I do not no, I might adventure with an organization like the peace corps and then get a masters degree
I plan to become an author and to volunteer at local homeless shelters or anyplace that I feel is improving the world. I do
not plan to make much money because,to me, that is not important. I plan to live my life and have no regrets.
I plan to become involved in Ministry.
I plan to either work for a year or possibly join the peace corps
I plan to join an organization, such as the peace core, that will give me the opportunity to travel and do my part in helping to
change the world for the better. Then... learn about life through the experiences i come across
I plan to join the peace corp. for a few years, after that I will continue my education, get a job being a social worker,
becoming a teacher and teaching environmental studies/science, or becoming a psychologist. I still am pondering on what
to do so knowing that the future is unknown, my plans may change... but as of now, the following 3 jobs i am considering. I
am definitely going to join the peace corp. for a few years, there i will provide and add some of my ideas and inform the
community about how they can help the environment and enjoy the beauty of art and nature.
I want to go to grad school for environmental sciences and join the peace corps and/or travel.
I'm not quite sure yet. The Gesundheit Institute or the Peace Corps are organizations I would like to be a part of someday,
but I can never be too sure where life will take me.
I'm not really sure yet. I want to volunteer with the Peace Corps for a while, and then hopefully go into a career in writing or
digital design
Join the Peace Corps
Not sure. Peace corps and post grad education?
Peace core or medical school
peace corps, teaching, more studio art
Peace Corps? Some form of world travel and study
PeaceCorps
Right after I earn my BA, I plan on joining the Peace Corps, returning and work on achieving my masters degree.
Start in a career in journalism either writing for a magazine or a film company. However I would first like to enter in the
peace corps
travel either for the peace‐core or with another service or work‐oriented program.. possibly on my own. then once I'm tired
of that start working in either politics or in alternative energies
Travel, work in my field, Peace Corps.
Work for the peace corp for at least two terms
Work in some form of ministry, whether it be a Church or on the missions field, possibly a charity organization.
Volunteer for a Public Service Organization
After receiving my Bachelors Degree, I plan to go into the Peace Corps for a year, and then enter Law School. If I am
successful at becoming a lawyer, then I will use my knowledge and degree to better international women rights. And
someday, I hope to get my doctorate in history or something of the like.
Americorps, Peace Corps, work with World Vision to create curriculums and train teachers in third world countries
go into the peace corps
I am planning on enrolling at the Natropathic school either in Seattle or Portland or enter the Peace Corps
I do not no, I might adventure with an organization like the peace corps and then get a masters degree
I plan to either work for a year or possibly join the peace corps
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Volunteer for a Public Service Organization(continued)
I plan to join an organization, such as the peace core, that will give me the opportunity to travel and do my part in helping to
change the world for the better. Then... learn about life through the experiences i come across
I plan to join the peace corp. for a few years, after that I will continue my education, get a job being a social worker,
becoming a teacher and teaching environmental studies/science, or becoming a psychologist. I still am pondering on what
to do so knowing that the future is unknown, my plans may change... but as of now, the following 3 jobs i am considering. I
am definitely going to join the peace corp. for a few years, there i will provide and add some of my ideas and inform the
community about how they can help the environment and enjoy the beauty of art and nature.
I want to go to grad school for environmental sciences and join the peace corps and/or travel.
I'm not quite sure yet. The Gesundheit Institute or the Peace Corps are organizations I would like to be a part of someday,
but I can never be too sure where life will take me.
I'm not really sure yet. I want to volunteer with the Peace Corps for a while, and then hopefully go into a career in writing or
digital design
Join the Peace Corps
Not sure. Peace corps and post grad education?
Peace core or medical school
peace corps, teaching, more studio art
Peace Corps? Some form of world travel and study
PeaceCorps
Right after I earn my BA, I plan on joining the Peace Corps, returning and work on achieving my masters degree.
Start in a career in journalism either writing for a magazine or a film company. However I would first like to enter in the
peace corps
travel either for the peace‐core or with another service or work‐oriented program.. possibly on my own. then once I'm tired
of that start working in either politics or in alternative energies
Travel, work in my field, Peace Corps.
Work for the peace corp for at least two terms
Live, Be Happy
BE HAPPY
Be happy doing something I love
Be happy.
Be happy. Stay happy.
Do something I love.
Find my own way to live and way to get anything I need to live.
I am just about to graduate high school. I don't know what I want to study in college, let alone after I graduate from it. //
Have a great fulfilling life.
I plan to be as happy as possible.
I plan to become an author and to volunteer at local homeless shelters or anyplace that I feel is improving the world. I do
not plan to make much money because,to me, that is not important. I plan to live my life and have no regrets.
I plan to learn as much as I can through Evergreen State College. Then I plan on either going to work in my study field or to
continue my education and go get my Masters. Either way I plan on being most of all happy, and then second to be
successful in a job and job field that makes me happy and fulfills my job interests in growing and learning in life, hopefully
have a few kids and a husband, and hope to eventually have the classic middle class life style.
let it all hang out
Life?
Live a happy life!
Live a little, go to grad school for architecture/ Take a few years off to work and travel and develop as an artist, and then
attend (obviously subject to change) [selective private research university] to study Architecture
Live off the grid, become a human.
Live, be fortuitous...
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Live, Be Happy (continued)
Live.
My goal for college is to figure that out. So far I know that I want a dog‐friendly place to live.
Open a cafe/brewery/music venue // Live in a tepee in the woods, using nothing more than my own knowledge and the
natural resources of my environment to survive.
Own land and live sustainably on a homestead, giving back to my community in healthy sustainably grown produce and
sustainable living education
Smile a lot.
Travel, pursue my passion.
Unsure, though I dream of many things (travelling, using my degree in exciting jobs, having a family etc.) LIVE!
Work outside // Be happy and live in a forest
Work. Travel. Play.
Start a Family
Get a job, and make money. Be stable enough to maybe start a family.
Get some sort of voc. cert, find job, start a family
I plan to learn as much as I can through Evergreen State College. Then I plan on either going to work in my study field or to
continue my education and go get my Masters. Either way I plan on being most of all happy, and then second to be
successful in a job and job field that makes me happy and fulfills my job interests in growing and learning in life, hopefully
have a few kids and a husband, and hope to eventually have the classic middle class life style.
pursue a career in something i love, eventually start a family, travel
Unsure, though I dream of many things (travelling, using my degree in exciting jobs, having a family etc.) LIVE!
Work, start a family.
Improve Life Situation
get a job in education in order to better provide for my family.
Hopefully get a better job than I have now
The education & degree is the goal for me. I have a satisfying career [...] already, so do not need to make a change. On the
other hand, I am open to what might come along and am curious to see how my interest in history, cultures and fiber arts
might change my future.
Move
I plan to move to [out‐of‐country] and look for work with production companies
I would like to move out of the country, and be employed at a business that would help me understand the film industry
outside of the US. I would like to surround myself with creative people that I could learn from.
Other
Everything I can :)
Find something that is satisfactory/amazing to do.
Put my new skills to use
start an isolated sustainable community
Right now, I want to
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Unknown
Ask me in two years
Ask me when I have gone through school
Don't quite know yet.
I am not sure yet. [n=2]
I don't know
I don't know but I really love playing music
I don't know yet! (n=2)
I don't know, get a job.
I don't know, graduate school eventually.
I don't know.
I don't really know.
I have no idea. (n=2)
I have no idea at this point.
I have no idea. I have chosen at this point not to make plans. I believe that Evergreen will push me in the right direction, and
no matter where I end up or what I do after I graduate will be good for me.
I haven't planned.
I haven't thought that far ahead yet.
I honestly have no idea.
I probably won't know until I graduate/ change the world.
Im not really sure
I'm not sure yet, I'm hoping that during my time at Evergreen I will be able to figure out what I would like to do as a career!
I'm not sure yet.
No clue
No idea but it will be what I enjoy
No Idea.
not a clue
Not entirely sure
Not sure yet. [n=2]
Not Sure. [n=7]
Undecided [n=5]
Unknown
Unsure at this time.
Unsure. [n=11]
Who knows yet?!
Will see in four more years
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